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lord of the deep cryptid tidbits wiki fandom powered - the lord of the deep is a massive great white shark legends put it
100 feet long but modern sightings make it up to 50 feet bigger while the 1918 incident says the lords of the deep are white
most other sightings say it is green or yellow with white spots, lord of the deep freshwater monster alpf medical - a
surviving megalodon shark carcharodon megalodon might explain stories of a huge pacific shark called the lord of the deep
william m rebsamen etymology possibly from a melanesian aus tronesian word physical description gray above and white
below or entirely pale white length greater than 30 feet perhaps up to 100 feet or more, lord of the deep 1919 my
recreation back in 1919 an - lord of the deep 1919 my recreation back in 1919 an interesting incident happened in nelson
bay new south wales australia when lobster fishermen from a number of towns refused to go to sea because they had seen
a monstrous ghostly white shark 100 ft 30 metres long that snatched their lobster pots as they were hauling them in,
megalodon sharks as big as two buses could still be - another account from 1933 told of a gigantic shark with a massive
brown tail flecked with white around 100 miles northwest of rangiroa in the french polynesia a video which surfaced in 2016
shows what looked like a 60 foot shark illuminated in the darkness of the sea, what ate a 3 meter long great white
probably a wereshark - the video is a story of a 3 meter great white shark that was tagged that electronic tag eventually
washed up on a beach the data from the tag seem to suggest at least to the narrator and some others on the internet that a
massive ocean monster ate the shark, the megalodon shark page 1 abovetopsecret com - pots were 3 feet in diameter
most of the men on the ship agreed the shark was 100 ft long and some said 300 ft which is ludicrous even were it a
megalodon however these were expierenced fishermen so that kind of tells you whatever they saw was unusual, meet deep
blue possibly the largest great white shark - meet deep blue possibly the largest great white shark ever filmed each year
there are anywhere between 70 to 100 shark attacks worldwide resulting in about five to 15 deaths according to the florida
museum of natural history at the university of florida burgess said he disapproved of padilla high fiving the shark and said
humans should give the animals their space, largest great white sharks ever recorded our planet - deep blue the largest
great white shark ever caught on camera this enormous shark named deep blue was spotted near isla guadalupe off the
coast of mexico and is probably the largest great white shark ever to be filmed and believed to be one of the largest great
white sharks ever seen
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